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The world's most unique mini-bar
offerings
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 Available in your hotel mini-bar? It is at the W Maldives.
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YOUR FLIGHT gets in late and you head to your hotel.
Tired and hungry, you pop open the mini-bar in your
room, only to find a stale can of almonds and bottle of
club soda. Boring, right? Well, those days may be over.

Hotels near and far are forgoing filling their mini-bars
with conventional snacks and beverages for something
with a little more pizzazz. Hoping to excite and entice
their blue-chip guests, hotels like the Trump
International in Chicago are thinking outside the box
and offering signature items like Bling H20, a virgin
spring water that comes in its own $25 Swarovski-
crystal-studded bottle. Head south to Atlanta’s Westin
Buckhead and you can pig out on a tasty Moon Pie or
pint-size pecan pie. Licorice whips are an alternative
snack at the Standard in Los Angeles. Even Fido can
get his grub on at the Loews in Denver, whose
mini-bars carry gourmet dog biscuits.

But food and drink aren’t the only things making it into memorable hotel mini-bars these days. At the
Custom Hotel in Los Angeles, for example, you can pick up a pair of American Apparel striped calf
socks for $13 or a roll of neon-pink duct tape for $3. Across town at the Mondrian, the stocked
goodies include a whimsical, one-of-a-kind shatterproof hand mirror sold only at the hotel. The Triton
in San Francisco dispenses rubber duckies and the Hotel Helix in D.C. doles out Pop Rocks and
Pez dispensers. On the more practical side are the Heidi Klein designer bikinis that are available in
the mini-bars at the W Retreat & Spa in the Maldives. Equally useful, considering that the hotel is
more than 10,000 feet above sea level, are the cans of oxygen lining the shelves of the mini-bars at
China’s Banyan Tree Ringha resort.

Seen some unusual mini-bar items of your own? I'd love to hear about them. Just email the
details to me at jillb05@comcast.net.
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